
"Oh c'mon." Rian said to the small ID9 Seeker Droid hovering right over his shoulder. "I told you, 
you could have stayed at the ship and try to make some repairs while I am heading through this 
desert trying to find the settlement we have flown over when we crashed."

Echo gave away another set of clicking and beeping sounds. 

"I know that you are no Astromech droid, but maybe you still could have run a couple of 
diagnostics and eventually made some basic repairs to the ship instead of chewing me an ear about 
the effects of the heat to your circuits."

Rian stopped climbing the latest dune. "As if this heat wouldn't bother me too, you know about the 
effects of heat on organic beings? Honestly if you don't stop complaining about the heat I swear I 
will cut you into pieces with my lightsaber."

Rian started walking up the dune again while Echo let loose of another set of beeps and clicks.

"No, I don't know how far away the settlement is. You are the probe droid, it would be your job to 
scout out such things."

Echo started to curse again at his master in return of Rian's insult on his capabilities before hovering
off in the general direction of the settlement.

"Fine, then head on, I am sure I can keep track of you if you get lost in this desolate place." He 
shouted after the droid.

It was only a couple minutes later that Rian saw the small droid hovering back toward him, its 
beeping and clicking sounds now somewhat cheerfuller than before.

"So you found the settlement?" Rian asked once he had re-united with the droid.

The droid beeped cheerfully in return.

"Alright, let's go then, and maybe we can get yourself an oil-bath  in that settlement or atleast some 
spare parts for our ship.


